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love mother earth with charlie banana :: a diaper with options {giveaway}
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Using cloth diapers is one of the choices we  have made to reduce our family’s carbon footprint. I have been using Charlie Banana one size pocket diapers
since August 2011, and they are one of my favorite diaper brands I’ve had the opportunity to try. You can read my original review of them here.

Now that we are moving towards the path of potty training, I want to skip the disposable pull-ups and stick with cloth, so I have started to look for cloth
training diapers. Since I love Charlie Banana, I figured I’d see what they had to offer.
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Just a few of the colors and patterns available!

Charlie Banana Matthew Langille
Fashion Collection "Lovey and Dovey"
Training Swim Cloth Diaper

Charlie Banana’s swim/training diaper is versatile because you can use it for swimming or training (like, duh, it’s in the name, right? *smile*). But really,
this is an excellent option for us because we will be starting potty training over the summer, so having a trainer that can also be worn in the pool will be
excellent.

I am already loving their swim/training diapers because they are so similar to underwear because of their trim feel and soft organic cotton interior lining,
but with a thin insert to absorb small accidents and a waterproof shell to protect clothing. They come in 3 sizes, with the large maxing out at 27 pounds –
but I think that is a very conservative estimate because Lily is about28 pounds, and the large still has room to grow. I’d estimate that it will last to 32
pounds (or more) easily. The elastic leg and waist band elastic is snug, but not tight, so it doesn’t leave the dreaded red marks. There is a drawstring in the
waist for size adjustment. We are loving this diaper so far, and I am really looking forward to using it over the summer!

Because most potty training accidents are just pee and not poop, this trainer is an excellent choice even for non-cloth diapering families who have chosen
not to use cloth because of their issue of laundering diapers with #2 on them. You’re going to be washing peepee out of their clothes sometimes anyway,
so instead of washing wet undies AND wet pants when an accident happens, all you have to wash is the training pant! I urge the non-cloth families to
consider giving this option a try to show Mother Earth some Love.

Charlie Banana diapers are now available at select Target stores! If you’re anything like me, you shop at Target on a regular basis, and the fact that they
will now offer cloth diapers (aside from the standard prefolds that they’ve carried for ages) makes me REALLY happy! For a list of Target stores that
carry Charlie Banana, click here.

Charlie Banana Swim/Training Diaper :: $12.88

connect with Charlie Banana ::
“Like” on Facebook
Follow on Twitter

A SIMPLE GIVEAWAY!
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